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August 2022, Detroit, MI: DEADLINE:
Narratives
Telling Stories: An International Conference on Music Archives and Heritage
November 2022, New Orleans, LA: DEADLINE:
National Communication Association (NCA)
The Takeaway:
The Laura Flanders Show:
At Liberty:
the aftermath of its February 2021 military coup, told through personal stories by a
crosscurrents of politics, race, power and punishment during the early 1970s.

largest and deadliest the U.S. has ever witnessed, situating the tragedy in the
Attica
workshop
Freedom of Information Act (ACT) in
interested in journalism can use the
how academic researchers and students
FOIA Workshop: Event Video
(In)visibility: A Panel on Identity,
surveillant lenses. Listen to the entirety of
Vox Populi
Vox Populi Presents (In)visibility
Jason Reich and Lucy Westcott.

Media,“ is available online. The
The Future of Afghan Media: Event Video
Netflix's Kanye West Documentary Tells Us A Lot About Being Black In America
Coddington and Seth Lewis,
Riofrancos,
Major Media Outlets That Use
while relegating Latinx listeners to the periphery.
NPR employs industry practices that secure its position as a white public space
The Sound of Exclusion: NPR and the Latinx Public

sociological study that takes a long, hard look in the "funhouse mirror" of reality
True Story: What Reality TV Says About Us

American South—and a revelatory argument for why one must understand the South
to America: A Journey Below the Mason-Dixon Line to Understand the Soul of

contest between the U.S. and China.
Erich Schwartzel details the surprising role of the movie business in the high-stakes
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